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conventional sense; what seems imperative, though, is to provoke as many readers and reviewers as possible by breaking the symmetry (pace Spencer-Brown 1969) of our collective ignorance while indexing the ripples from an earlier discoverer of Rothschild's, Kalevi Kull (1999).
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The book *The Rothschilds: A Family Portrait* unapologetically draws the link between the Rothschilds and European royalty (each son rose to a high position in their respective countries), and this information isn't really mentioned in the media or in books these days. Again, you hardly hear or read the Rothschild name these days but their power and influence, which is still very much intact, were known and openly admitted not too long ago. “The Rothschild name is no longer commonly heard in mainstream media – but this wasn't the case when *The Rothschilds* was written in 1962. Their deep connections to royalty were openly admitted...” If so, please consider a donation to help the evolution of Wake Up World and show your support for alternative media. Creation and Evolution. Author. Rothschild, Friedrich S. [Salomon] / Hes, Jozef [Tr.] Place of Publication. Mevaseret Zion. Publication Name. J. Ph. Hes. Year. Please note. This book may take up to two business days to be retrieved from storage. Price. $25.00. (Price does not include Shipping Costs) Catalog Index Number. V 3018 164. View more books, in related categories: Biology Humanities Medicine & Physiology Philosophy Philosophy of Religion Psychology Science.